Graduate – The Nature App Manager
The Nature App is an innovative, cutting edge new app, created by Safety Revolution and Merit
Check, which enables users to record animals, plants and insects found in the environment, as well
as recording areas of specific environmental or conservation interest. Users can record sightings,
share sightings, create maps and add markers, allowing them to track and analyse trends. The app is
customisable and is aimed at the UK farming and estate sector, as well as the great British
environment enthusiast.
We are looking for an exceptional graduate to manage The Nature App’s journey from the
completion of the first stages of development, out into the marketplace. You will be working with
and inspiring farmers, the public and the media to use and shout about what is set to become the
country’s leading conservation recording solution. Your ongoing liaison between the end user and
our development team will ensure the enduring relevance of the app. You will be confident when
reaching out to establish and maintain your professional network, knowledgably speaking about
conservation, agriculture and the role software plays within these areas.

About you:
We would envisage the successful candidate to have a background in either:
•
•

Agriculture / Agriculture with Farm Business Management / Agri-Business / Rural and
Estate Land Management
Conservation / Environmental studies

The successful candidate will ideally:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have a genuine understanding of agricultural and the farmed environment
Be passionate about integrating environmental management into farm and estate
businesses
Have a familiarity with Natural Capital, sustainable farming, Environmental Stewardship
Schemes, CAP reforming and the new Environmental Land Management Schemes
Have a genuine interest in environmental and wildlife conservation
Be interested in simple, effective tech solutions
Be a great communicator with exceptional interpersonal skills,
Be commercially driven whilst remaining passionate about the environment
Be able to inspire, engage and build strong professional relationships with people at all
levels

This is an excellent opportunity for a confident, ambitious individual to build a dynamic and
rewarding career. You will be a high flyer, motivated by personal and professional growth and keen
to become a leader. You will be fully supported by experienced mentors and colleagues who believe
in trusting employees with responsibility and ownership.

The role will be based in our office in Witney, Oxfordshire, with regular nationwide travel.
Candidates can expect an excellent graduate starting salary of £30,000.
Benefits include company car, healthcare, pension and bonus schemes.
Full UK driving licence is required.
Closing date: Monday 19th July 2021
To apply in confidence please submit a CV with cover letter describing what you can offer to the
role, to Sophie Walker at s.walker@safetyrevolution.co.uk.
www.safetyrevolution.co.uk

